We have something special at CHRISTUS St. Vincent – a compassionate family of more than 2,200 professionals who care deeply about making an impact in our community. We come from different backgrounds, from different cultures, from different parts of the country and around the world. Our differences make us unique and valuable. Our mission of hope and healing is our common bond. We take pride in combining our strengths to care for the people of north-central New Mexico. Our patients are our friends, neighbors and family members. We always want them to feel safe and valued. We love to innovate, collaborate and achieve. Every challenge is an adventure. Every victory is cause for celebration. We find opportunity in every situation, growing stronger, wiser and more prepared. We care about one another, and we lift each other up – celebrating our unique gifts and accomplishments and supporting each other in difficult times. If there is good to be done, we step forward. If there is progress to be made, we raise our hands.

Together we are a force for good – unstoppable, unshakable, victorious.

We are Team CSV.
CHRISTUS ST VINCENT 2021

CSV CULTURE BOOK

1 COVID VACCINES
2 VALENTINE’S DAY
3 HOSPITAL WEEK
4 JACKETS
5 PRIDE
6 GIFT SHOP GRAND RE-OPENING
7 BEST PLACE TO WORK
8 FIESTAS 1
9 FIESTAS 2
10 AUXILIARY 70TH ANNIVERSARY
11 FLU SHOTS
12 HALLOWEEN
13 CHRISTMAS JOY 1
14 CHRISTMAS JOY 2
15 MEMORABLE MOMENTS
Hurray, Vaccines! First in New Mexico!
Valentine's Day

Santa Fe Waldorf School
from Atma and Elaina

FEBRUARY 2021

Happy Valentine's Day
HOSPITAL WEEK
Hey, Nice Jacket!
GIFT SHOP RE-GRAND OPENING

[Images of people in a gift shop, balloons, and gifts]

[Text on the balloons]

[Text on the gifts]
One of New Mexico's Best Places to Work!
4th Year in a Row!

Best of Santa Fe 2021

1st Place Winner!

Best Healthcare, CHRISTUS St. Vincent
Best Pediatrics, Arroyo Chamiso Pediatrics
Best Physical Therapy, Sports Medicine and Therapy Services
Fiestas!
SEPTEMBER 2021
70th Anniversary
ST. VINCENT HOSPITAL AUXILIARY
Flu Shots 2021
HALLOWEEN
OCTOBER 2021
Memorable Moments
THANK YOU

FOR ANOTHER GREAT YEAR!